WE BUILT IT. WE KNOW IT.
T H E S T O R Y O F M O P A R ® B E G A N 8 0 Y E A R S A G O with a focus on motor parts and the

introduction of a simple can of antifreeze. Through the decades, we have grown into so much more.
Today, as the official service, parts and customer care provider for FCA Canada Inc. Brand vehicles, we
walk alongside you as your partner in the vehicle ownership experience. That’s why we offer authentic
parts and accessories designed by the same engineers that created your vehicle to make it truly yours.
It’s why our team is comprised of expert retailer technicians who know your make and model best,
armed with leading-edge diagnostic technology no one else can match. And it’s why we’ve created
unique services like Express Lane Service and Mopar Vehicle Protection® plans. That’s the Mopar
advantage: making life more convenient with professional services. Ramping up your pride of ownership
with authentic accessories. Adding style and flair to your drive. After all, we built it, we know it.
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124 Spider
AU T HEN TIC FIAT ®
AC CES S O RIES

this is your 124

HAND-PAINTED HERITAGE RACING STRIPE
Earning your stripes has never been this easy, or looked this good. This hand-painted
statement is a true throwback to the FIAT® Abarth 124 Rally, giving you an instant
boost of performance legacy. Available exclusively at time of vehicle order.
VEHICLE ABOVE ALSO SHOWN WITH SOLID BLACK MIRROR COVERS
AND PIANO BLACK WINDSHIELD SURROUND. VEHICLE ON COVER
FEATURES RED AND GREY RETRO STRIPE, WINDSCREEN, BRIGHT SILVER
MIRROR COVERS, SEATBACK BEZEL AND WINDSHIELD SURROUND.
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DEAD PEDAL KIT

Here’s how to liven up the dead pedal. This stylish
footrest accessory complements the look of the
Bright Pedal Kit. [ 68307706AA ]

SHIFT BOOT

This is the centre of FIAT® 124 Spider action — why not
shift its look to something more your speed? Features
premium Alcantara® material and detailed stitching.
[ 68307697AA - Automatic | 68307695AA - Manual ]
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BRIGHT PEDAL KIT

Stainless steel pedal covers add plenty of bold brightwork
to your footwell. Rubber on pedals provides positive
traction. No drilling required.
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MANUAL [ 68307704AA ]
AUTOMATIC [ 68307703AA ]

PARKING BRAKE BOOT

Shouldn’t everything about your FIAT 124 Spider make
you stop in your tracks? This custom Parking Brake Boot
dresses up the centre console in premium Alcantara
material. [ 68307698AA ]
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124 GRILLE BADGES

Displaying your fierce FIAT® 124 Spider enthusiasm gains
front-and-centre traction with this stylish badge sporting
the distinctive 124 logo. Badge is available in Red or Black.
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RED [ 82215036 ]

CUP-HOLDER TRIM RING

These removable metallic finish rings add a bit of bling and
an extra measure of stability to your “to-go” beverages.
[ 68307701AA ]

BLACK [ 82215037 ]
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		 AIR-VENT BEZEL

	Air vents are meant to keep the cabin more
comfortable, but these custom bezels are very easy on
the eyes, as well. In a choice of two finishes:

9		 BLACK GLOSS [ 68307699AA ]
10 RED GLOSS [ 68307700AA ]
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WINDSHIELD SURROUNDS

Structure need not be utilitarian. Adorn the FIAT® 124
Front Pillar Bar Bezel with the finish that suits you best.
[ 68307692AA - Bright Silver | 68307693AA - Gun Metal |
68328781AA - Piano Black ]

MIRROR COVERS

Looking back, giving your sideview mirrors a custom look
was even easier than you thought. Choose from a number
of finishes. [ 68307689AA - Bright Silver | 68307688AA - Solid Red |
68307687AA - Solid Black ]

SEATBACK BEZELS

These seats are suitable for framing. Customize the look
of your FIAT 124 Spider with a choice of eye-catching
Seatback Bezel finishes. [ 68307690AA - Bright Silver |

68307691AA - Gun Metal | 68328782AA - Piano Black ]

defining lines
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ALL-WEATHER MATS

Custom-fit mats are moulded to the contours of Spider
and feature the FIAT® Brand logo. The raised edges of the
mats help prevent water, snow and mud from damaging
the carpet, making preservation a top priority. [ 82215026 ]

(1) Properly secure all cargo.
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PREMIUM CARPET MATS
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Preservation starts with premium. These floor mats are
custom-fit for the FIAT 124 Spider interior and feature
grommets to keep them in place. Set of two mats
feature an embroidered FIAT or Scorpion logo.

CARGO NET(1)

Seize the day — and your cargo. This Black nylon net
fastens to tie-down loops and keeps items from rolling
around your cargo area. [ 82215029 ]

ABARTH PREMIUM CARPET MATS [ 82215028AB ]

CONSOLE NET SHELF(1)(2)

This accessory anticipates the quick starts and sudden
stops of FIAT® 124 Spider. With it, the action of flexible
netting keeps your top-shelf belongings firmly in place
in the centre console. [ 68307702AA ]
(1) Properly secure all cargo.

FIAT PREMIUM CARPET MATS [ 82215025AB ]

(2) Late availability.
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STONE CHIP PROTECTION FILM COVER

Protect your vehicle’s paint finish with our paint
protection films. Kits are precisely precut to fit the
contours of your vehicle, will help protect it from
bugs, dirt, scratches, etc., and will cause no damage
to your OEM paint even if removed years later.
[ 82215021 - Classica/Lusso | 82215193 - Abarth ]
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MOULDED CARGO TRAY

F its in the rear cargo area to help protect carpeting from
spills, dirt, grease and grime. Black tray removes easily for
cleaning. [ 82215032 ]
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WINDSCREEN

Change the forecast from high winds to all-inclusive resort
breeze with this Windscreen for FIAT 124 Spider. Reduces
wind buffeting while driving with the top down.
[ 68307694AA ]

even more you
Mopar® offers a variety of graphics to personalize your FIAT® 124 Spider and express
your individuality. These graphics are designed and tested specifically for your vehicle.

WHITE AND GREY RETRO STRIPE
[ 82215402AB ]

RED AND GREY RETRO STRIPE
RED DOUBLE RALLY STRIPE

WHITE DOUBLE RALLY STRIPE

[ 82215401AB ]

[ 82215400AB ]

[ 82215018AB ]
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play for keeps
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EXHAUST(1)

Add that distinctive Abarth growl to your FIAT® 124 Spider
with the legendary Record Monza Exhaust. Features a
dual-path setup and stainless steel construction. Direct fit
for Abarth models. [ 82215590 ]
(1) Requires minor trimming for non-Abarth models (template included).
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BYPASS VALVE*

Tell them your 124 Spider means business by venting
unwanted hot air out for everyone to hear. [ P516048AB ]
*Mopar® Performance Parts with part numbers beginning with “P5” are sold
“as-is” without warranty coverage of any kind by Mopar unless otherwise noted.
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INDOOR DUST COVER

MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS

The garage can be a cruel, cruel place. Your FIAT® 124
Spider gets the extra coverage it deserves with this dust
cover featuring a FIAT or Abarth logo.
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Let the mudslinging roll right off with these deluxe
Moulded Splash Guards that protect the lower body.
Front and rear guards included in set of four. [ 82215022 ]
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FIAT LOGO [ 82215016 ]
ABARTH LOGO [ 82215015 ]
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OUTDOOR VEHICLE COVER

Your FIAT 124 Spider finish is shielded from UV rays, dirt
and other pollutants with this washable, weather-resistant,
heavy-duty cover. Cover features the FIAT logo. [ 82215035 ]

NAVIGATION SD CARD

(Not shown.) Easily add navigation to your 124 Spider
with this Navigation SD Card. [ 68366118AA ]
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ABARTH LICENCE PLATE KIT

124 Spider drivers (including you) will appreciate this
unique gift set of accessories designed to round out the
Abarth look. Includes a Chrome or Black stainless steel
licence plate frame, Scorpion logo valve stem caps and
a Scorpion logo key chain only available in this set.
[ 82215823 - Chrome | 82215824 - Black ]
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TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS
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These decorative caps give your FIAT® 124 Spider
wheels a real twist. Set of four caps is available in Chrome
and Black finishes topped with the FIAT or Scorpion logo.
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FIAT LOGO
[ 82213716AB - Chrome | 82213717AB - Black ]

LICENCE PLATE FRAMES

Make it official. Put your FIAT® Brand pride front and
centre and at the back end, too. Formed from stainless
steel, frames are available in two distinctive finishes, with
or without the FIAT Abarth and Scorpion logos.

ABARTH AND SCORPION LOGOS

SCORPION LOGO

[ 82213493AB - Chrome | 82213495AB - Satin Black ]

[ 82213718AB - Chrome | 82213719AB - Black ]
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ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT

With this kit it’s safe to say you’ll feel secure wherever
your travels take you. Contents include a safety flashlight,
fleece blanket, six-gauge jumper cables, safety triangle,
flathead and Phillips screwdrivers, pliers, two bungee
cords and gloves. [ 82212566 ]
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WHEEL LOCK KIT

Includes four new lug nuts and a special-fitting key to
offer maximum wheel- and tire-theft protection.
[ 82210508 ]

make your mark
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